
WALLS OF TOGETHERNESS
What if walls did not separate us, but brought us together? Walls, as fundamental architectural elements, have long been 
archetypes of separation. They divide our homes, our cities and nations. They are pervasive, just as physical as they are 
metaphorical, and seemingly entrenched in our coexistence. Today, with most of Earth’s population in cities and closer together 
than ever, separation, exclusion, and marginalization are some of our most pressing social and architectural issues. Addressing 
this, our project reimagines the wall as a concept that brings us together .. to  redefine the wall as a hub for interactions.
Spatially; the flexible grid of walls  provide outdoor spaces that  invite the visitors to purpose functions , to move freely with an easy Spatially; the flexible grid of walls  provide outdoor spaces that  invite the visitors to purpose functions , to move freely with an easy 
visual connectivity and protection against direct sun and heat. visitors  are offered a unique experience to discover and create their 
own togetherness pattern.
we understand ‘togetherness’ as a gathering of individuals around a collaborative situation.
 Structurally; The walls are  made from recyclable foam that has been penetrated with various openings and cracks that visitors  Structurally; The walls are  made from recyclable foam that has been penetrated with various openings and cracks that visitors 
can use to communicate with one another. Foam was chosen as, firstly, it can be easily recycled, and secondly it is lightweight and 
porous – qualities that directly contrast to the rigidity and solidness of the concrete typically used to build walls.
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What if walls didnot seperate us,
but brought us together?

?
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Applying felixble grid of walls create 
different spaces for gathering

4
Offering un-limited possibilities 
of “Togetherness”

3
When you plan without use, 
people have the possibility 
to propose one!
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